第一部分：选择题（请用4B铅笔划在电脑卡上）

I. 语法选择与完成对话：30%

1. John’s aunt has to clean the office, ________?
   (A) hasn’t she  (B) hasn’t he  
   (C) doesn’t she  (D) doesn’t he

2. It rained little last night, _______ it?
   (A) didn’t  (B) wasn’t  
   (C) was  (D) did

3. A: _____ have they watched their favorite TV program?
   B: Since 9:30.
   (A) How long  (B) When  
   (C) What time  (D) How

4. A: What does your father enjoy doing on weekends?
   B: He enjoys _______.
   (A) to go jogging  (B) going jogging  
   (C) go to jog  (D) goes jogging

5. A: ___ do most people in Taipei go to Danshui(淡水)
   B: _______.
   (A) How; By the MRT  (B) What; On the MRT  
   (C) How; On the MRT  (D) What; By MRT

6. At the party, Jean danced _____ than Cathy did.
   (A) happier  (B) more happier  
   (C) happier  (D) more happily

7. That is Charlie’s brother, Jimmy, _______?
   (A) isn’t that  (B) isn’t he  
   (C) isn’t it  (D) isn’t him

8. We will go shopping if the weather is fine tomorrow together, ________?
   (A) isn’t it  (B) are we  
   (C) won’t we  (D) won’t it

9. Kim has worked in the big shoe factory _____ 1990.
   (A) in  (B) since  
   (C) for  (D) before

10. Many of my friends have _______ London, and they want to visit the city again.
    (A) been to  (B) been in  
    (C) gone to  (D) gone in

II. 克漏字填充：28%

(A) Tom is a student in Ren-ai Junior High School. This morning, _______. When their home teacher came into the classroom, they _______ the classroom. They _______ not to come to school for five days from the next day. The reason is that there _______ two students found to have a fever in the class section since the day before yesterday. Tom is worried about his friends and himself. He hopes everything _______ better soon and H1N1 will go away forever.

16. (A) some interesting thing is happened  (B) something interesting happens  
   (C) something surprising happened  (D) some surprised thing happened

17. (A) cleaned  (B) were cleaning  (C) are cleaning  (D) clean

18. (A) tell  (B) were telling  (C) told  (D) were told

19. (A) have been  (B) have  (C) are  (D) will be

20. (A) get  (B) will get  (C) got  (D) has got
21st Summer Deaflympics (聽障奧運) 21 in Taipei in 2009. The games 22 for 11 days from September 5 to September 15. In order to welcome players from all over the world, many hotels and restaurants 23. Taipei green tree frog 24 to be the mascot (吉祥物) for Deaflympics this year. It is the smallest of Taiwan's eight indigenous (本土的) kinds of frogs, but it can jump very far. People said it was the best Deaflympics in history and all the players 25 during their stay in Taiwan.

21. (A) is held (B) was held (C) hold (D) held

22. (A) lasts (B) is lasted (C) lasted (D) has lasted

23. (A) asked for help (B) gave players special discounts (C) started their business (D) were worried

24. (A) was chosen (B) chose (C) was choosing (D) chooses

25. (A) helped themselves (B) were crazy about (C) by themselves (D) enjoyed themselves

Facebook is one of the most popular websites in Taiwan this year. Facebook 26 in 2004 by Mark Zuckerberg. 27, it was a network only for American college students. In 2006, it started to open to everyone in the world. There have been more than 300 million users in the world since then. It is said that it is the easiest way to find your old friends and make your new friends. People around the world are also crazy about its games, like Happy Farm, Farmville, My Fish Bowl, and so on. Some of the games 28 in some offices because the bosses are worried that people may spend too much time playing them. We should remember that playing the game 29 fun, but we should never forget about our work and studies.

26. (A) was started (B) started (C) starts (D) has started

27. (A) Above all (B) After all (C) At first (D) No wonder

28. (A) were even stopping (B) were even stopped (C) even stopped (D) are even stopped

29. (A) maybe (B) may be (C) may have (D) are

III. Reading Comprehension: 12%

(A) Here is a notice from a person in the small town. He is trying to make the small town better.

Let’s Make Our Small Town Better

It is time for us to change our town. First, grow more trees and flowers along the streets. Second, in order to keep our town clean, don’t take out the garbage too early or too late. Third, build a library where children can read and study. Fourth, find more space for children to play sports and do exercise. We all live in the same place and we should take good care of it. Everyone can give their ideas to make our place better.

30. By whom might the notice be written?
(A) By a taxi driver. He needs money.
(B) By a police officer. He wants to buy a house.
(C) By a student. He wants a library.
(D) By someone. He must live in the small town.

31. Why did the writer write the notice?
(A) To make people live more comfortably.
(B) To make people do more exercise.
(C) To help people control weight.
(D) To help people read more.

32. Which is True?
(A) To have a cleaner town, we can take out the garbage at any time.
(B) Growing more vegetables can make the place more beautiful.
(C) If anyone wants to make the town better, he must call the writer and give their ideas to the writer.
(D) The writer hopes more people can help make the small town better.

(B) More and more teenagers may have the experience of having a part-time job. At the beginning, most of them only wanted to make some money to buy something they wanted. However, they not only learn how to make money but also learn how to get along with others. Also, they learn how important it is to work with a smile. They always have to smile when they are with customers. They have to control themselves even when they meet an unfriendly one.

All of these experiences as a part-time worker can help them a lot when they are doing their real jobs in the future. So everything has two sides, doesn’t it? Having a part-time job is not always bad for teenagers. But they also have to remember that they shouldn’t forget their studies at school.
33. In this reading, what kind of person may want a part-time job?
   (A) A boss.
   (B) A student.
   (C) A teacher.
   (D) A shopkeeper.

34. What does “one” mean in line 11?
   (A) A customer.
   (B) A teenager.
   (C) A worker.
   (D) A part-time job.

35. What does the writer think about the teenagers doing part-time jobs?
   (A) Teenagers can learn a lot from doing the part-time job.
   (B) Having a part-time job takes too much time.
   (C) They can keep smiling at others all day long.
   (D) Having a part-time job has nothing to do with their future.